In this paper, we propose a novel geospatial image and video filtering tool (GIFT) to select the most relevant input images and videos for computer vision applications with geo-tagged mobile videos. GIFT tightly couples mobile media content and their geospatial metadata for fine granularity video manipulation in the spatial and temporal domain and intelligently indexes field of views (FOVs) to deal with large volumes of data. To demonstrate the effectiveness of GIFT, we introduce an end-to-end application that utilizes mobile videos to achieve persistent target tracking over large space and time. Our experimental results show promising performance of vision applications with GIFT in terms of lower communication load, improved efficiency, accuracy, and scalability when compared with baseline approaches which do not fully utilize geospatial metadata.
Introduction
In the past decade, we have witnessed rapid advances in multimedia data collection and management technologies as well as computer vision applications for the analysis of the collected data. However, there exists an obvious gap between the two well-known fields. Computer vision algorithms mainly focus on the analysis of a given set of input images and videos without much considering what would be the most effective input dataset for the analysis. Data management techniques concentrate on image and video management without providing the search and query capabilities that would be the most useful for vision applications. The result is the inability to utilize the full potentials of underlying techniques in both fields, especially in the era of an explosive increase of image/video data from various sources such as ubiquitous sensors and open-source social media. Due to the unstructured nature of image/video data, vision algorithms may not scale well as the number of input images/videos increases.
A number of trends have recently emerged around imagery data collection. First, we are experiencing enormous growth in the amount of images/videos collected from various sources such as CCTV cameras, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), and drones and especially open sources like ubiquitous mobile devices. It is reported *Correspondence: caiyinghao@gmail.com 1 Institute of Automation, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing 100190, China Full list of author information is available at the end of the article that smartphones become the predominant way people consume video. Second, the continuous fusion of geospatial metadata (e.g., camera location, viewing direction) with videos at a fine granular level has become feasible and transparent for users, leading to the concept of geo-tagged videos or sensor-rich videos [14, 29] . These geospatial metadata can be obtained either from builtin sensors [14, 29] or from image/video analysis [27, 35] . Third, it is observed that the geographical properties of images/videos provide meaningful context information for humans to better understand the media content. For example, a panoramic view which gives a wide-angle view of the specific physical space provides rich immersive user experiences.
However, even though these complementary geospatial metadata are increasingly available, they have been largely underutilized, which in some cases has led to sub-optimal or ad hoc data management solutions to be incorporated in computer vision applications. Here, we identify the needs for technology advances to be incorporated with vision applications: (1) methods to acquire fine granular geospatial metadata for dynamically changing environments and (2) effective management of geospatial metadata to enable efficient search and query of large image/video database.
To address these needs, in this paper, we propose a novel geospatial image and video filtering tool (GIFT), which provides a general and systematic means to select the most relevant input images/videos for vision algorithms with geo-tagged videos. GIFT harnesses and manages geospatial metadata acquired during recording time and intelligently indexes field of views (FOVs) to deal with large volumes of data. GIFT efficiently filters out unrelated image/video data using geospatial metadata in interacting with the vision applications. GIFT is expected to improve the overall performance of vision algorithms with geotagged videos in terms of (1) lower communication cost, (2) faster image processing, and (3) scalability by selecting and transmitting only the most relevant data for a given vision task. The innovative claims of GIFT include (1) maximizing the utility of existing geospatial metadata acquisition and extraction technologies, (2) efficiently managing media content with the associated geospatial metadata collected from mobile devices for indexing and searching, and (3) supporting various vision technologies to enable scalable image/video analytics.
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of GIFT, we apply GIFT to a computer vision application aimed at achieving persistent target tracking using videos captured from smartphones. Figure 1 illustrates how GIFT is applied to the persistent tracking problem. A target of interest (e.g., a person) is initially tagged in a video frame, and a tracker is then used to automatically follow the target. When the target is lost by the tracker, one needs to search for the target in videos close in space and time to the last known target location. GIFT is used to select the most relevant video segments to allow automatic re-identification and subsequent tracking of the target. This process of re-identification and tracking is repeated so that the target is persistently tracked-in an automated fashion-across multiple video segments from different videos. Experimental results using both synthetic and real dataset demonstrate that with GIFT, the overall performance of persistent tracking is improved in terms of:
• Efficiency and lower communication cost: GIFT effectively selects a small number of the most relevant video segments as the input to the tracking task. Therefore, the running time efficiency of the tracking system is improved while the amount of video data needed to be transferred over the network is dramatically reduced.
• Re-identification and tracking accuracy: it is known that re-identifying targets in a large video repository is error-prone. The more number of times the target needs to be matched with, the more likely the false correspondences. GIFT makes the tracking system more accurate by effectively reducing the number of unnecessary target matching.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. An overview of the related work is presented in Section 2. The main concept of GIFT is introduced in Section 3. We introduce a use case of GIFT, persistent tracking, in Section 4. Experimental results and conclusions are given in Section 5 and Section 6, respectively.
Related work
With the increasing amount of images and videos and the availability of geospatial metadata, the combination of multimedia content with geospatial metadata has received a lot of attention. In this section, we briefly review existing work related to geo-tagged videos and persistent tracking applications.
In the field of spatial databases, some studies [14, 29] focused on modeling and representing the viewable space of a scene. Ay et al. [29] modeled the geo-referenced videos as a set of spatial objects, e.g., FOV objects. Kim et al. [13] represented the geo-videos as a vector model. Other studies [16, 18, 21, 25, 31, 34, 36] mainly focused on geo-video indexing and query processing. Navarrete et al. [25] utilized R-trees [7] and grid files to index the camera locations of videos. Toyama et al. [34] used grid files to index the camera location and temporal information of videos. These two studies [25, 34] treated videos as points. These four studies [16, 18, 21, 31 ] treated videos as FOV objects. Ay et al. [31] indexed FOV objects with Rtree. Ma et al. [21] presented a grid-based index for FOV objects . Kim et al. [16] presented an R-tree-based index Fig. 1 Illustration of GIFT for persistent tracking. If the target exits the FOV of one video, GIFT effectively selects a small number of the most relevant video frames which may cover this target named GeoTree for FOV objects. The difference between GeoTree and R-tree is that GeoTree stores the minimum bounding tilted rectangle (MBTR) in the leaf nodes. An MBTR is a long tilted rectangle paralleling with the moving direction of the FOV stream enclosed in the MBTR. A GeoTree is constructed based on the assumption that the camera moves at a constant speed. Trying to relax the assumption, Lee et al. [17] proposed another index named GeoVideoIndex by constructing an MBTR based on the linear change of moving direction of the camera to more properly fit the trajectory of moving scenes. Both GeoTree and GeoVideoIndex focus on dashcam videos recorded by cars driving on road networks, assuming camera shooting and moving directions does not change frequently. However, in real life, the moving directions and moving trajectories of user-generated mobile videos change frequently, e.g., with Google Glass or a mobile phone. Flora et al. [6] mainly dealt with how to use the existing spatial databases (e.g., Informix) to answer range queries more efficiently. Flora et al. [6] used polygons to represent the coverage of video segments. Lu et al. [18, 19] proposed an orientated R-tree (OR-tree) which considers both camera locations and shooting directions during building the index. While these work provide the ability to filter media content based on geospatial information, it does not take into account the specific requirements of vision applications.
Several vision applications are proposed which obtain or make use of the available metadata in various ways [2, 20, 24] . Tsai [35] proposed an approach to estimate the timestamp of photo capture by establishing relationship between the time and the measurable astronomical factors from a given outdoor photo, i.e., the sun position in the sky and the camera viewing direction in the phototaken location. Crandall et al. [2] estimated the location of a photo by combining content analysis with structural analysis based on geospatial data. The spatial distribution of where people take pictures is used to define a relational structure which can reflect social processes influencing where people take pictures. Lu et al. [20] exploited geo-tagged photos for trip planning. The geo-location information embedded in the photos makes it possible to discover a tourist's travel route and thus recommend to other users. Mildner et al. [24] combined videos with location data in interactive video tours. While these previous work made use of geospatial metadata in visionrelated applications and provide important motivation for our work, our work focuses on providing vision applications with the most relevant input dataset to facilitate image/video analytics, which is different from the focus of [2, 20, 24] .
The general problem of persistent tracking is to continuously track a target, e.g., a car or pedestrian, over a large space and time. Since the FOV of a single camera is limited, most of the previous work addresses the problem of achieving persistent tracking using multiple stationary cameras [5, 10, 11] . It is usually assumed that these video feeds are synchronized and their camera network topology is known. The camera network topology is used to predict in which camera the target will reappear so that to reduce unnecessary target matching. Several unsupervised techniques have been developed [3, 22, 33] for the estimation of the camera network topology. Detmold et al. [3] estimated the camera network topology over a hundred camera network using a background subtraction technique to infer the mutual exclusion between pairwise cameras while [22] relied on the statistical consistency of observations to infer the connections among the cameras. Although Detmold et al. [3] method can be scaled to multi-thousand camera networks, both methods [3, 22, 33 ] relied on statistical observations over a period of time, which could not handle mobile videos captured in a casual way with various shooting directions and moving trajectories. In this paper, we show successful application of GIFT to the application of persistent target tracking which could handle videos captured from stationary cameras as well as videos captured with smartphones.
In the remainder of the paper, we present our novel approach, GIFT, which bridges the gap between the aforementioned video data management and vision applications. We further illustrate and quantify the benefits of GIFT by applying it to the problem of persistent tracking.
Geospatial image filtering tool

Overview
The framework of GIFT is shown in Fig. 2 . The framework has three components: vision applications, GIFT, and the video database. The video database (e.g., MySQL) stores the geospatial metadata of videos. Video contents are stored as files. When the vision application requires a set of images/videos to process (e.g., generating a panoramic image), it sends a query request to GIFT. GIFT performs the query and returns a set of images or video segments as the query result. The image/video results are transferred to the application over the network.
Video database
More and more media contents are being geo-tagged through various methods such as built-in sensors [14, 29] or image analysis [27] . In this paper, each video frame is tagged with fine granular geospatial metadata (e.g., FOV) [14] . Figure 3 shows an example of the geo-tagged video being displayed on a map with a graphical representation of the geospatial metadata. The blue pie shape represents the FOV of the currently playing frame. The camera position, viewing direction, and its trajectory are also shown. As we can see from Fig. 3 , the FOVs of the Fig. 2 The framework of GIFT videos contain rich information about the scene which can be exploited in searching for video frames which overlap with a user-specified point such as a landmark or any location in the case of tracking a target. To this end, we implement spatial queries on the geo-tagged videos to provide computer vision applications with the most relevant videos for a given request. This capability is most important when working with a large video repository. GIFT tightly couples geospatial metadata with video contents and maximizes the use of geo-metadata. We use an existing prototype system, MediaQ [14] , to collect images or videos as well as geospatial metadata. MediaQ is a mobile media management system which collects, organizes, and searches video contents using geospatial metadata. Each video frame is geo-tagged and represented as an FOV model as shown in Fig. 4 . Camera location P is the latitude and longitude coordinates read from GPS sensor of the smartphone. Camera viewing direction d is the orientation angle provided by the digital compass. Camera viewable angle α describes the angular extent of the scene viewed by the camera. Visible distance R is defined as the maximum distance which can be viewed by the camera. Based on camera direction d, we can determine θ which is the angle of the view direction with respect to the North direction. Therefore, the FOV model of each frame is represented as f (P, θ, α, R). The video repository V is then represented as an FOV database F = {f v i |∀v i ∈ V}, where v i is the video frame. The timestamp t and camera tilt of each video frame are captured as well in the metadata. It should be noted that the camera FOV is generally a 3D object. For a 3D representation of the FOV model, the altitude of the camera and camera tilt should be considered. In this paper, without loss of generality, we use 2D representation of FOV for simplicity.
Modules of GIFT
GIFT contains three main modules: logical operations, filtering functions, and sorting and extraction, which are elaborated individually below.
Logical operation module
The logical operation module (1) receives query requests from vision applications, where a query request is a logical combination of a set of filtering functions, (2) converts the specific query request to a set of query functions (e.g., filtering functions) to be executed in the filtering function module, (3) gets the FOV result sets of the filtering functions and combines the FOV result sets into a result set, and (4) sends the result set to the sorting module.
GIFT supports three basic logical operations, AND, OR, and XOR, for combining the filtering functions. Query requests are logical expressions of specified filtering functions, e.g., (f 1 AND f 2 ) or ((f 1 OR f 2 ) AND f 3 ), where f 1 , f 2 and f 3 are filtering functions defined in Section 3.3.2.
Filtering function module
The filtering function module provides query functions with different filtering options based on the geo-metadata of videos, FOVs stored in the database. We provide three types of query functions depending on the type of filtering options: spatial queries, directional queries, temporal queries, and two types of queries in terms of query frequency (snapshot or continuous). These five types of queries are orthogonal and can be combined for different purposes.
Let |pq| denotes the Euclidean distance between two points p and q.
− → θ b (resp. − → θ e ) is the beginning (resp. ending) orientation of an FOV f (p, θ, α, R) which can be calculated
− → is the orientation of the FOV in form of
Spatial queries
The spatial queries filter FOVs with the spatial information. Spatial queries include point queries, circle or rectangle range queries, and kNN queries.
1. Point queries are defined as finding FOVs that contain the user-specified query point q. As shown in Fig. 5 , the FOV f (p, θ, α, R) contains the query point q if it satisfies: (1) the Euclidean distance between the query point q and the camera location p is smaller than the viewable distance R, and (2) the orientation − → pq is within the beginning orientation − → θ b and the ending orientation − → θ e , e.g., |pq| < R and
Circle or rectangle range queries are defined as finding FOVs that overlap with the user-specified query circle or rectangle q r . Take the circle range between the ray − → pf and ray − → pq. 3. kNN queries aim to find k closest FOVs that show the user-specified query point q, where the closeness from an FOV f to the query point q is measured by the Euclidean distance between the camera location of f to the query point q.
Directional queries find FOVs which the orientations overlap with the user-specified direction requests. The direction requests can be directional internal (e.g., the Northeast), inwards (e.g., FOVs that pointing toward the query point) and outwards (e.g., FOVs that pointing outward the query point).
Temporal queries aim to find FOVs that are recorded within the user-specified query time. The query time can be specified as a specific timestamp or time interval. Snapshot queries are evaluated/processed once assuming that the query results will not change as time goes on.
Continuous queries require continuous evaluation/ processing as the query results become invalid with the change of information (e.g., the change of query locations).
Indexing module
To accelerate the query processing for the filtering functions, we support FOV indexing in GIFT. Since FOVs are spatial objects in the shape of pie slice, in GIFT, we use R-tree [7] to enclose the area of each FOV with its minimum bounding rectangle (MBR). With R-trees, we use the pruning techniques supported by MySQL for our spatial filtering functions, such as point queries, range queries, and kNN queries.
Sorting and extraction module
For many vision tasks, it is often the case that only a small subset of all available input images or video segments is necessary. For example, for the application of persistent target tracking, FOVs which locations are closer to the target are more likely to be useful. To this end, GIFT provides three basic sorting functions: (1) sorting by distance, where the distance is the Euclidean distance from the FOV's camera location to the query point; (2) sorting by orientation, which is the angle between the FOV's orientation and the query direction; and (3) sorting by time, e.g., the closeness of the FOV's timestamp to the query time.
The three sorting functions can be combined according to the requirements of the applications. Note that the query results of the filtering functions obtained from the database consist of a set of FOVs. To return video frames or video segments to the application side, we use FFMPEG library to extract video frames or video segments based on the query results from the video contents stored in the file system.
To extract video segments based on the query results, we combine the continuous FOVs that are in the same original video into a segment in form of Seg(vid, starttime, endtime), which can be used to extract video segments from videos through FFMPEG. For example, as shown in Fig. 7 , circle q is the query circle and f 1 , . . . f 5 are the FOVs in a recorded video. In this example, FOVs f 1 , f 2 , and f 3 are the results for the range query q. Since f 1 , f 2 , and f 3 are continuous and they are in the same original video, we combine them together to generate a single video segment. The video ID, the starting time t 1 , and the ending time t 3 are used to extract video segments from the video content using FFMPEG library.
Example of GIFT application
To illustrate how GIFT improves the efficiency of vision applications, we show an application of GIFT in panorama generation from our previous study [15] . Generally speaking, there are two types of panorama.
Point Panorama Point panorama generation is to generate a panoramic image as seen from a user-specified query point. Point panorama generation is illustrated in Fig. 8a . The main idea of GIFT here is to select video frames which the camera locations are within a predefined threshold radius r from the query point q. The radius r is defined as 10 m here which is a typical GPS error margin. Then, as shown in Fig. 9a , we divide 360°into n groups around the query point q based on the directions of FOVs. For each group, the best matching FOV is selected. The "best" metric is measured by a linear combination of the distance from the FOV's camera location to the point q and the direction difference between the FOV's orientation and the group direction.
Using GIFT, we apply circle range query first. Sorting function based on the linear combination of the distance and orientation difference for each group is then applied. Route panorama Route panorama generation is to generate a panorama image as seen from a user-specified route on a specified side as shown in Fig. 8b . Here, the main idea of key frame selection is to select video frames which the camera locations with the route se are no larger than a predefined threshold r (e.g., 10 m). Then, as shown in Fig. 9b , we divide the specified route into a set of line segments based on the FOVs' camera locations. For each line segment, GIFT selects the most relevant FOVs where the relevance are measured as a linear combination of the distance from the FOV's camera location to the route and the orientation difference between the FOV's orientation and the specified orientation.
Using GIFT, we apply rectangle range query first. Then, we use sorting function based on the linear combination of distance and orientation difference for each line segment.
In experiments, videos are recorded from multiple people to generate panorama images. As shown in Fig. 10 , without using GIFT for filtering, the stitching algorithm has to use all 228 video frames. However, GIFT only selects 13 frames without loss of image quality by filtering out redundant frames. It demonstrates that GIFT effectively eliminates redundant video frames for efficient panorama generation.
Use case: persistent tracking
In this section, we focus on a case study that can showcase the effectiveness of GIFT in vision applications. One of the challenging vision applications is persistent tracking which is to continuously track a target, e.g., car or pedestrian, over large space and time. In general, persistent tracking needs to analyze a series of videos to identify the target. Its processing time heavily depends on the amount of input data that needed to be processed. Thus, persistent tracking can be a good case study for the evaluation of GIFT. Figure 11 shows an overview of the proposed persistent tracking system. We first tag a target which is then automatically tracked in videos. If the tracker ends, e.g., the tracker reaches the last frame of the video or the tracker loses the target, the persistent tracking system issues a request to GIFT to receive videos which may cover the target to allow for subsequent reacquisition and tracking. Video selection, re-identification, and tracking are repeated, and the target is persistently tracked-in an automatic fashion-across multiple video segments from different videos.
GIFT in persistent tracking
If the tracker ends at timestamp t o as shown in Fig. 12 , based on the last observed location P o and the moving direction of the target, it is possible to predict the next possible locations of the target in the next consecutive timestamps t o using a constant velocity model. GIFT is applied to actively select video frames which may cover this target. Suppose the predicted location of the target is P o , we combine spatial queries with temporal queries in GIFT:
where Q r (P o , r) is a query circle with the center point P o and the radius r. ∩ is the geographical overlap. Point query finds all FOVs which overlap with the predicted location of the target. Range query aims at finding all FOVs which overlap with a specified region, e.g., a circle Q r (P o , r).
Since long-term prediction of the target location may not be reliable, we limit the temporal range within a bound τ . An illustration of the point query and range query in persistent tracking is shown in Fig. 12 .
As we can see from Fig. 12 , point query and range query return FOVs which overlap with the predicted location of the target. Range query generally returns more FOVs compared with point query due to the relaxed constraints. Consecutive FOVs are grouped into video segments for tracking in the extraction module of GIFT. Short video segments less than 5 s are eliminated.
The target reacquisition module (Section 4.2) has to examine the reappearance of this target in all video segments returned by the queries. However, viewpointinvariant person re-identification still remains a challenging problem [12] . For example, the side view and the frontal view of a person may look significantly different. We leverage the observation that it is advantageous to have a consistent viewpoint to observe the target for persistent tracking. Here, "viewpoint" refers to the camera's azimuth with respect to the target. To this end, we further combine direction query in GIFT to find FOVs whose camera orientations overlap with the target's moving direction within a range:
where
is the direction of the FOV with respect to the north direction. θ o is the moving direction of the target, and δ is a direction margin since a precise moving direction of the target may not be easy to obtain. By applying direction query on the top of the results of point query and range query, we get a consistent frontal view of the target. Finally, query results are sorted in the sorting module of GIFT according to the distance between the camera location and the predicted location of the target. Different combinations of queries are defined in GIFT. Without further specification, range query combined with temporal query is used in GIFT for persistent tracking. In GIFT, indexing FOVs (Section 3.3.3) is performed to speed up the queries. Since the timestamp information of each video frame is stored in the metadata, it naturally resolves the problem of video synchronization.
Target tracking and reacquisition
The target is first tagged at the first frame of one video and is then tracked persistently over large space and time. 
Target tracking within cameras
In target tracking, reliable trajectories which are obtained by incremental linking of detection responses frame by frame are used to build the appearance models for visual tracking. If detection-based tracking fails, e.g., there is no detection response which can be associated with the target at frame t, visual tracking [4] is then triggered to resume tracking.
More specifically, we first apply a color normalization method [28] to reduce the illumination variations across frames. Pedestrian detector [9] is then applied at every frame. To reduce false alarms from the detector, given camera pose information read from the sensors, we further remove false alarms of detections using a prior on human heights. The probability of linking newly detected response to the existing trajectory is defined according to the appearance affinity, position affinity, and size affinity [23] . We only track the target we tagged at the first frame here.
The detection response with the maximum affinity score is used to update the target's trajectory and the visual tracker. Note that the detection-based tracking is only carried out between consecutive frames. When there is no detection response which can be associated with the target due to miss detection or low affinity score, we switch to the visual tracker to track the target. We employ the visual tracker named "context tracker" [4] in our approach. More details of the context tracker can be found in [4] . Figure 13 shows some results of tracking within cameras.
Track reacquisition across views
If the tracker proposed in Section 4.2.1 reaches the last frame of the video segment or the confidence of the tracker has been low for 10 frames, e.g., the target becomes occluded or exits the view, GIFT is applied to select video segments which may cover this target. We track each person in the first couple of frames of video segments returned from the GIFT module in order to reacquire the target.
Without frame-by-frame spatial continuity as in single camera tracking, target re-identification across views is a difficult problem. To this end, we first learn targetspecific discriminative appearance models to discriminate visually very similar targets. Positive and negative samples of the target are collected online from single camera tracking. For the target we aim to track, we learn features which are most discriminative in appearance matching using the collected training samples by Adaboost algorithm [1, 32] . The appearance affinity is then computed by the weighted feature similarity measurements [1] .
The spatial affinity between the geo-locations of track T i and track T j is defined as follows: 
, subject to :
where T i is the predicted starting location of the track T i in other video segments using constant velocity model.
D(·) is the geographical distance. t i,end
is the ending timestamp of track T i , and t j,start is the starting timestamp of track T j . τ is the same temporal window size as defined in Eq. 1. The target is reacquired by choosing the track with the largest affinity score of appearance and position. GIFT largely reduces many unnecessary target matching by filtering out geographically far apart targets. Furthermore, the latitude and longitude of the tracks can be inferred from camera calibration (Section 4.2.3). It is possible to compare the spatial affinities of the tracks based on the geo-coordinates. Therefore, the accuracy and efficiency of track acquisition are improved with GIFT.
Once the target is reacquired in one video segment, the single camera tracker is then switched to this video segment where tracking is continued. If the target is not reacquired, e.g, no observations from the query results can be matched with this target, the persistent tracking task is finished.
Acquisition of the target's geo-coordinates
So far, we have introduced our tracking methods to persistently track the target both within and across video segments. In this section, we introduce how to get the From the metadata of each video frame, camera tilt θ x can be obtained. Camera optical center v c is then computed as follows [8] :
where f is the focal length of the camera and v 0 is the vertical position of the horizon line. We assume that the mobile videos are captured by people standing on the ground. Therefore, the focal length f is typically 1.4 times the image height [8] . The vanishing points are estimated at each video frame to get v 0 [26] . The ground distance between the mobile camera to the target is then given by
where y c is the altitude of the camera. v b is the foot location of the target in image coordinate. We assume that the altitude of the camera equals human's average height which is 1.7 m. Based on the distance/angle from the mobile camera to the target, the latitude and longitude of the target can be obtained. Finally, the trajectories of the target are smoothed by Kalman filtering (KF).
Experimental results and discussions
Using the persistent tracking system introduced in Section 4, we carry out experiments on synthetic datasets and real-world datasets to evaluate the effectiveness and the efficiency of the proposed GIFT. Here, we aim to answer the following questions:
• How effective is GIFT at filtering out unrelated video segments? (performance) • How complete and accurate are the video segment results returned by GIFT that may cover the target? (accuracy)
To answer the first question, we use the communication load as the metric to evaluate the performance of GIFT. To define the completeness and accuracy of the search results returned by GIFT, we use precision and recall, which are two widely used metrics in image retrieval.
Experimental methodology
We assume in our persistent tracking experiments that targets are moving freely over an area. Videos are captured as people move in a casual manner (e.g., mobile videos from smartphones) and include various shooting directions. GIFT is applied to select video segments to reacquire the target when the tracking loses the target or the target exits from the current video.
We introduce two baseline methods for comparison. For both baseline methods, the camera viewable scene is described as a circular region centered around the camera location. In this case, the camera view direction is not known. In the remainder of this paper, we call this circular viewable region CircleScene. More specifically:
• Baseline 1: Each video clip is represented by a single camera location with a CircleScene. The location of the first video frame defines the location for the entire video.
• Baseline 2: Each video clip is represented by a sequence of camera locations with associated CircleScenes. Figure 14 schematically depicts these two baseline methods showing the associated CircleScene camera representations (marked as P 1 , P 2 , P 3 ) and the predicted locations of targets (marked as P o,1 , P o,2 , P o,3 ). The rationale for using a single CircleScene representation for the entire video in baseline 1 is motivated by the fact that many online media management systems, e.g., YouTube, use a single camera location to represent an entire video. On the contrary, baseline 2 provides a fine-grained spatial resolution by associating CircleScene to each frame. Geospatial search results for both baseline methods rely on a range query that returns video segments for videos frames which CircleScene intersects the predicted location of the target.
The predicted target location P o,i is estimated using a linear model from the last observed target location P o,i (recorded when the tracker loses the target) by
where v o is the target velocity estimated over the last 10 frames. We return video frames within a temporal range of [ t o , t o + τ ] which may cover the target with τ = 100 frames in all experiments. For all experiments, the radius CircleScene model and the radius of the range query (denoted by r in Eq. 1) in GIFT and the baseline methods are set to 0.1 km. The influences of different query radiuses are discussed. We use the same parameter settings in the baseline methods as GIFT for a fair comparison. If the target exits the view of one video, GIFT and baseline methods return FOVs which may observe this target. Consecutive FOVs are grouped into video segments for target reacquisition and tracking. We eliminate the video segments which are shorter than 5 s. In the synthetic dataset, one random video segment is chosen from the returned video segments to resume target tracking. In the real-world dataset, target reacquisition is performed in all the returned video segments to reacquire the target.
Evaluation metrics
Communication load, precision, and recall are used to evaluate the proposed GIFT. Without loss of generality, the communication load is defined as the number of FOVs transferred over the network, which also represents the size of input data for vision applications. Precision and recall are used to evaluate the accuracy and the completeness of the proposed GIFT which are defined as follows
where |FOVR| is the number of FOVs returned from GIFT or the baseline methods. |GT| is the number of FOVs from the ground truth which covers a target. It should be noted that, in our experiments, all baseline methods and GIFT return FOVs based on the predicted location of the target since the target is not always visible to the cameras. On the other hand, |GT| is the number of frames where the FOVs truly cover the ground truth location of the target.
To compute |GT|, we replace the predicted location of the target with the ground truth location. Precision is the ratio of retrieved relevant FOVs to all retrieved FOVs. A lower value of precision implies the search result set contains a large number of invisible regions in tracking. Precision evaluates the accuracy of the query results. Recall is the ratio of retrieved relevant FOVs to all relevant FOVs in the dataset. A lower recall value means more regions that should be returned as visible are ignored. Recall evaluates the completeness of the query results.
Results with synthetic dataset
We generate synthetic mobile video metadata using the generation algorithm method in [30] to evaluate the proposed GIFT. The synthetic video metadata generated are of realistic geographical properties (e.g., series of FOVs of mobile videos) which is summarized in Table 1 . The number of FOVs generated per second is 1. The FOVs are generated uniformly distributed around an area of 1 km by 1 km initially. We assume that the mobile videos are taken by 500 freely moving people walking randomly in the area at an average speed of 5.13 km/h [30] . Therefore, there are altogether 500 camera trajectories. Figure 15 shows a visualization of the synthetic camera trajectories and FOVs from mobile videos. Different camera trajectories are represented by different colors. For the purpose of visualization, only part of the trajectories and FOVs are shown in Fig. 15 . We also simulate target's trajectories using the generator used in [30] to generate twenty targets in the scene. As the targets move around in the scene, GIFT queries are issued to select FOVs which may cover these targets to achieve persistent tracking. Figure 16 shows a visualization of the returned FOVs from GIFT which may cover one target as the target moves around in the scene. The trajectory of the target is plotted with red in Fig. 16 . FOVs returned by GIFT at different query time are plotted with different colors. For the visualization purpose, part of the target's trajectory and FOVs returned from GIFT are shown.
First, we perform tracking for a single target for the entire testing duration of 0.28 h (around 17 min). During this tracking, 17 queries are issued. The query radius is set to 0.1 km. Figure 17 shows the results of the accumulated . The x-axis denotes the query number while the y-axis indicates the accumulated number of frames transferred over the network after xth query. In this experiment, we differentiate GIFT dir with GIFT nodir depending on if direction is used in the experiments (Eq. 2). The direction margin δ in Eq. 2 is set to 15°. It is observed in Fig. 17 that by applying the direction query in Eq. 2, it is possible to get a consistent frontal view of the target while further reducing the number of frames transferred over the network. GIFT significantly reduces the communication loads over the network comparing to baseline methods, which improves the overall efficiency of the persistent tracking system. Figure 18 shows that there are significant differences in communication load per target depending on the trajectory of each target and the amount of overlapping videos along a specific target trajectory. However, GIFT perform far better than baseline methods in all cases. On average, the number of transferred FOVs per a target tracking for 0.28 h is around 10.9K, 74.4K, 148K, and 136K for GIFT dir , GIFT nodir , baseline 1, and baseline 2, respectively. GIFT dir demonstrate the best performance in all experiments; however, note that it is not always possible to apply GIFT dir for all analysis because the frontal view of target may not be always available in videos. In our experiments with synthetic data, we assume that the frontal views are available. Nonetheless, GIFT dir is promising when the right dataset is available. Figure 19 shows the average precision and recall of the GIFT nodir and the baseline methods after tracking 20 targets. It is observed that the precision of GIFT is greatly higher compared with baseline methods and GIFT effectively filter out unrelated FOVs while returning a reasonably complete set of the FOVs which may cover the target. Recall greatly depends on how well the algorithm predicts the location of a target. We use a simple constant velocity method in the simulated dataset. Any advanced 
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Fig. 20 A comparison of accumulated communication loads using real-world dataset prediction can enhance recall, which is beyond the scope of this paper.
We also evaluate the impact of query radius on the performance of GIFT nodir . Table 2 summarizes the performance of different query radiuses when we apply GIFT for persistent tracking. The average communication loads, precision, and recall using 20 targets are shown here. We observe that with the increase of the query radius, more FOVs are returned, thereby increasing communication loads. The tradeoff depends on the accuracy of the predicted location. If the predicted location of the target is far from the ground truth location, e.g., the target suddenly changes the moving direction, querying a larger radius will still return FOVs which may cover this target while querying with a smaller radius will fail.
Results with real-world dataset
In the experiments with real-world dataset, we use MediaQ [14] to collect and store mobile videos with geospatial metadata. Real videos are taken using smartphones by five people with one target in the view. We perform a persistent tracking for a single target during 5 min. Similar to our synthetic data case, the result video segments of GIFT and baseline methods are transferred from MediaQ system to the persistent tracking system over the network. Consecutive video frames which are longer than 5 s are grouped into video segments for target reacquisition.
We first tag a target (a person) at the first frame of one video and persistently track the target for a certain space and time. If the tracker end, e.g., the tracker reach the last frame of the video or the tracker lose the target, GIFT is applied to select the next video segments which may cover the target. We track each person in the first min(100, len(Vi)) frames of each video segment returned from the GIFT module to reacquire the target. Figure 20 shows the results of the accumulated communication loads using the real-world scenario. Note that in this experiments, we use 30 FOVs per second for an accurate analysis of images for tracking. We observe that GIFT effectively reduce the number of frames transferred over the network which in turn reduce the number of unnecessary target matching in the target reacquisition module. By reducing the number of unnecessary target matching, the accuracy of the tracking and reacquisition is improved. Our persistent tracking system successfully track the target using GIFT as demonstrated in Fig. 21 . Figure 21 shows the snapshots of our persistent tracking system while the target moves around in the scene. The main focus of this paper is GIFT and its applications to computer vision applications. Therefore, a thorough description and evaluation of the used tracking algorithm is beyond the scope of this paper.
Conclusions
In this paper, we presented a novel geospatial image and video filtering tool (GIFT) to select the most relevant set of input images and videos for computer vision applications. For the evaluation of GIFT, persistent tracking application was introduced and evaluated using both synthetic and real dataset. We observed a significantly Fig. 21 Snapshots of the persistent tracking system improved performance of computer vision application in terms of lower communication load, an improved efficiency, and accuracy to handle a large amount of video data. Our results showed that carefully selected input video frames using spatio-temporal property could expedite the total processing time significantly without impacting the accuracy of the result.
GIFT can be extended to serve as a general purpose tool for efficient video management which can be applied to any kind of media type with geospatial properties. Consequently, GIFT can be tied and used with many computer vision and multimedia applications in the presence of geo-tagged images and videos.
